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Today, with a vast store of scientific knowledge and what we prefer to regard as ahigh level of intelligence, we ioo1 with tolerance on the superstitions and folkloreof our ancestors. We apprecIate the ingenuity often displayed in arriving at a wronganswer. We try to understand the mental inertia and. the fear of the unfamiliar thatcaused backward peoples to resist the encroachments of scientific thinking.

But are we equally appreciative of some of the ready-made answers that today. teke theplace of rational thinking and scientific investigation7 Do we realize that our actioushave been guided for many years by pronouncements made by the medicine men of foreatryTAre we fully conscious of the extent to which we accept without question the trditioria1and sometimes fallacious beliefs that have established and continue to estabjj&i ar:attitudes toward forest economies? Are not many of us still planting our seeds tthought in the dark of the moon, and grinding up unicorns' horns to ward off the thinwe fear in the future?

This is not to imply that there is no constnjctive thinking being done in the field of:
forest econcimics today. Both in public service and. in private industry a healthy Scien-tific attitude can be found, and many sincere attempts are being made to understand aM
straighten out tangled relations. But because studies in forest eccnan.jcs hav* been
slow to develop, we have accepted doctrines and beliefs that have never been tested di..
quately. So firmly established is this body of brcinide and folklore that it La 3jc
heresy to queatiou it, )uet as it was once heresy to question the movement of the n
around the earth or the displeasure of the gods that caused crops to fail and tm1
to&ie.

The dcninazace of the silviculturiste in forestry h4s been a major factor
retarding the development of a sound body of econccic doctrine The belief that sil-
vicultural perfection is the u.ltimate goal of forestry, and the preemptive asalaption
that what is silvculturally good is econcinicaily sound, often threaten to relegate
forest eeoncmica to a minor role or to ecinpiete extinction.

But our actions are still influenced by the traditional emphasis on ailyi-
culture. Frcm habit rather than as the result of rational processes we are inclined
to conceive the most desirable forest to be one with fu.U.y stocked stands of a pre-

ferred species, rather than one that will provide the maxisn returns in the form of
watershed protection, game refuges, ccmunity support, useful products, and direct
financial return. We fight what often seems to be a losing battle to protect a f$vred
but diappea4ng species agJnt insects, disease, fire, end cutting. We fail to con-
aider the tact tat protection. fr fire often encourages the ieee desirable species,.
or that the forest of useful species is often actually the product of long periods of;

uncontrolled natural fires. (kily after years of fighting blister rust sod fire, yjth

expenditures running into millions of drl1*ra, do we finally begin to iestion the
ecOiC justification of thees efforts. Perhaps we should be devoting more effort
to making the aost of the so-called intarior species that seam destined to replace

of our old fsyorite..

The silvicultursi bias léad.s us not only to an advocacy of cultural precticee that

may be uneconceic, but to a belief that it 15 wasteful to leave any land idle if
forests would grow on it. Nature's opiniai of a vacut is nothing more than a 11

dislike ccpared to an ardent forester's abhorrence of an idle acre.

Part of the doctrine st baa guided the thiniring of meny faze stz7 pats-
onists is the belief that there wilL be profitab]. *arket* all the tittht
an be produced. If we err in air sitet to produce the correct quantity cC t1r
or the future an exosu waild pzobab2 be sore desirable than a deficit $5 $
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of policy. But public policy should be Ustified on the basis of posSible.emergency or public security rather than by unsupported. assumptions of futurede-mand. The statement tht future markets will take all the timber that can be pro..duced may be truei Or it may only be wishful thinking. It is not true simply be-cause it has been stated by sane of our high priests and repeated, over and 'overagain. Nor can all the reasons advanced in support of this doctrine be acceptedwithout question.

The doctrine of unlimited demand is also supported by the belief in theixid.ispensability of wood.. It is true that wood is now necessary for railway ties,
for newsprint, for bobbins and shuttles, and for crates. There is a preference for
wood over other materials for many other uses. But the indispensability of wood baabeen challenged many times. New materials, and new aethod.ø are constantly lbrsstenii,gmarkets for forest products. The idea of indispensability, much as we may lihe it,'is another that is subject to question.

The idea of sustained yield baa been 'glorified by those who ccdean forest
destruction. But failure to define sustained yield precisely baa encouraged its
loose usage by forest owners and operators. Vithc*zt cplete and clear definition,
sustained. yield. is almost nen4nglesa. The forester maan a high level' of lnteniiv5cultural mana6aent, but the owner can use the' term to describe a liiidatiCt opera-ticai if be is holding and protecting his cutever land. The pblic ii tt thatsustained yield is necessary to preserve r:fofest econory, and ii lulled into a
sense of Security when it is told that millions of acres in privat, ownership are an
a sustained-yield basis.

BRUD AND J'OIE I 7EST caacs
Ralph W. )rqis, POtest Bconiat,
U. S. Forest Service, Washington, D. C.

**** * * * **'* **** *

As a group, foresters have done little to prcmote Intelligent,, productive -u.i of the
forest for recreation, or even to manifest much Interest in it. It hasbeelirly
forced upon th by j*ibllc demand. They have not been leaders but, ,e11cers

to this resciirce.' In this posftdon, they are finding themselves faced ii'th
te necessity of solving probl.ema. f which they are not top well prepared with áñá-
wars. Whether they wil_1 pley a constructive part in future develagnt and
trstlon of this rapidly graving forest resarce xea4ns to be seen.

The reluctance of foresters in the early days to encc*irage recreational u..' lorsst
lands is understandable The influx of people increased the difficUlty of çiiet.eti
end utiliLiIlg timber, foregs ad water'.. In the early day$ the only Juaitiósti tar
recr*ticnSl expenditures was either fran the standpoint at fire proteetica' oii-
tation. tSS ware negative approaches. $ar ha were o4g4.l7y..rattte4
pub3.ic lands since it was thought the Sdditics$l occupsn** would in fir. sup.
pr.aaiçmi. S foresters have been Unayepstbstic, either by trNUt 'th',aca-
ion, because they dislike to deal with in_gthli

rofeesiii7, many foresters $55S4n - accept only tr1.3istic.obj.cttWs 'and'
eturne. i* result. of their profeulaal activity tbSt they Can *moe$ ars those
rhich can be measured in terms Of bOSZd, ,.abic or linear ist, cords, place's, or
aterehed protection b.ca pCt2* ly U it bo to be e seed in eé4 or,
cre feet of watefllov, height of flood crest, or 'plus or aa3; cqic ysxes, or acre'
eet of aedintattcc. ze ii iCh w to a forest thsu ts4a1rgonda.
04jaturbed foie* 4anot nece$1, u4 forest, 'f 4t' have an

as well as an .tb*ttC*ttX1i thet me tr l baa.
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-Some foresters no doubt believe that before forest recreation can attain re-

1pectability coninensurate with timber production, forage and other uses, formulae must be
tevised with which to measure precisely the number or the worth of the happy hearts of
:hildren or the contented hours of adults eased of the tensions of modern existence, and
hus made more production or at least saved from deterioration. They believe that to bring
oret recreation into its own, methods must be devised through which human enjoyment can
e measured in standard units and assigned a cash value. However, less materialistic and
ore realistic foresters already appreciate that there are human values which transcend.
be dollar values of ordinary business.

The forestry profession has gone a long way from the days in which the forester
bought of himself primarily, If not only, as a producer of cellulose. The term 'iltip].e
seu is now an accepted description of the attitude of the forestry profession towards the
orest. There is probably no one element of forest use which touches a greater number of
eople than the recreation element. I am not certain, but I am inclined to believe that if
;rustworthy statlsctics were available it would be found that, from a ccmmerica]. standpoint,
he forest In its service of recreation runs into figures that would compare favorably with
he timber production and other conmiercial aspects of the forestry business. It is for this
eason that my feeling is very strong that in training men for forestry work real. emphasis
hould be put on the value of the forest from the recreation standpoint.
egardless of the soundness of the multiple-use principle in the sense of the unified ad-
jnjstration of several or all uses of wildiand by a given agency or single management, the
)ptlmum combination of uses on a single area or site is subject to constant change due
argely to the constant change in economic and social conditions. Optimum use on a given
rea might require a single use or possibly the exclusion of several subordinate uses in
avor of the dominant use or uses. There are, however, strong forces at work in the direc-
;ion of making recreation a mce dominant use on vildlands, and the trend, of public think-
ng is definitely in that direction. Therefore, in the long range planning of public wild-
and in particular, recreation should be given the benefit of the doubt where there is a
juestion as to which are the present and prospective dominant, codczninate and subordinate
Be a.

he forestry profession should re-examine its views and standards regarding the economic and
ocia]. utility and significance of forests. Technolor now serves, or promises to serve,
Pith other forms or things many material needs hitherto served best or exclusively by the
products of forests. But it offers no such prcmlse for those recreational or- plritua1.
eeds of the American people hitherto and now served best or only by forests. As population
nd urbanization increase, and as forests decrease, these spiritual needs will bece
;reater and more acute. It may weLl, develop that the professional forester of the future
ril]. depend for his place in the sun upon his contribution8 in this field to an equal or
yen greater degree than upon the requirements for the time-honored and traditional material
roducts of the forests.

There is the belief that if we could. have forest recreation, wildlife activities,
ad other similar forms of nature programs in the hands of professional foresters, we should
e ahead. in promoting the general purposes of forest conservation. In the few instances
here we have technical foresters who have also specialized. in some of these other uses of -

be forest, results indicate a much better balance in our recreation program.
Here is a challenge to the schools of forestry and conservation as veil as to

he foresters themselves. Recognizing the present trend in public use of the forests, ads-
uate adjustments and expansion In the training program for forestry students must be made
o that when graduated they will have a more comprehensive grasp of these newer trends of
orest management in order to meet the d'is placed upon them as forest administrators.
t follows that adjustments will also have to be mede in the eTh4nktions given to foresters
a order to get qualified persons for positions in the broader field. of msnAgement.

t is only when the intangibles of forestry are added to the wholly material values that
rofessional *raamency end. security beccme well established. professional for-
ster would be unwise were he to fail or refuse to reconiie the part and place
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of these intangibles in his professional field. The continuity and adequacy of a for-
est policy rest wholly on the attitude of mind of the erican people and the thinking
of those people is not influenced so much by fear of a shortage of inch boards or two-
by-four's as it is by the hope or desire to spend a happy vacation in a scene of unim-
paired forest beauty. Up to a certain point, emphasis upon an impending deficiency of
timber supply may be wholly justified but it is only partially effective. phasis,
from here on, on the dual value of the forest as the scene and opportunity for whole-
some forms of outdoor recreation, and on the formulation of plans of. management
development which fully feature and provide for such dual use in optimum measure, is
a more potent argument and one with tremendously popular appeal. If foresters are to
furnish the talent for good land management, they should know scmethlng about all the
multiple uses of that land, how each use affects the others and how they can be co-
ordinated in a related program for "the greatest good to the greatest number in thelong run." The I.Q. rating of professional foresters will be determined by the wayin which they respond to this situation.

RECREATIC(AL FOREST MANAG4EW1' AS A PART OP TUZ ?C3! PIES8X(*I
Ray E. Bassett, Chief, Section of Forest Recreation,
U. S. Forest Service, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

The continuous maintenance of a forest cover may involve periods of anywhere fron Oto 200 years to ccmplete the cycle frcln seedling to harvest. This means that the work..
jug plans made today may contemplate a future where the authors arid original. inia..
trators may be dead and buried for a century or more before their plans c intofruition. This further means that the management of the public forests is not determined.
solely by the exigencies of the mcment nor the needs of one decade Public forest
merit, ur1ik that of individuals or corporations, is not limited to the benefit of an
ld1ate generation, but is projected far into a future where people ypt unborn may
enjoy a full measure the things we guard today.

On the part of Americans, since the beginnings of the nation, there lisa bóin
an inherent feeling of cmon ownership of the great waters, mountains, and fozesti of
the country, and all that in them is. Psychological it ii, perhaps, but the attitude
is a persistent force, that the high and wide places, the sea, and the wild forestsd
areas are nature's solitudes and belong to all the people. The fish, the game,. the
wildlife of the forests, and Man's right to wander obscure paths into the-vildernasass.
of the woods are con rights - not to be seriously abrogated, and then only in -t -

public interest.

The degree of mphsis to be given recreation in the f1gI.ent of public fàrest pc
erties cannot be safely based on a dollars and cents ccnpariacgi of recreation with
other resources. In the first place, no satisfactory basis of evaluating recreational
:teatures has ever been worked out. One cannot place a cash value on a sermon or an
:iortal musical cposition in cataloging han's schieveenta. hleither can w pit a
loflar value on a thrush' s sang or an autumn suniet. Even fishing and bunti, whosend results so many people erroneously appraise only in pounds of meat, cat bippraised in terms of the inner satisfaction which animates a gemilne sportan.

uint of time and moos which people will spend to enjoy t forests is, after*11, only a partial and unaatisftctoiy yardstick, which dà. not reflect áà.rmtely
.ka circumstances 3.ffe Of in4jdal of a of thj
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only we may be sure, and that is that, as time goes on, the recreational desires and
the recreational needs of the American people will most definitely increase. Corise-
quently, it will become more important but probably not too difficult to strike a
satisfactory balance between recreation and the other values existing in the forests.

No one can forecast what changes will be forced by the population pressures
of the future. We do lu-iow that human needs and human nature will be essentially the
seine when we have 200 million people in this country as they are right now.

This means that forest recreation is not only here to stay, but will take on greater
and greater intensity as time goes on. Out of this certain prospect cczes two major
conclusions:

First - - We must maintain our present national forests in public ownership end continue
to handle all their combined multiple uses and values for the permanent benefits of all
the people.

Second - - The Forest Service must evaluate the spiritual and physical recreation needs
of the Nation, not simply on the basis of the present, but also with vision and prpoee
so that we may adequately meet future needs as fast as they develop.

Foresters sometimes have to look ahead 200 years in charting a working plan fbr a for-
est stand. We also have the irinitely more difficult task of charting a form of man-
agement that will recognize an jrotect all of the recreation values which will be so,
sorely needed much earlier than 200 years.

We cannot afford to make any serious mistakes. If we err at all it must be on the con-
servative side of overestimating the recreational needs of the people. We dare not d
we must not short change the future.

THE PLACE OF RXREATION IN THE MULTIPLE-USE
MN?(EMEIT OF THE NATIONAL FORESTS
John W. Spencer, Regional Forester,
U. S. Forest Service, Denver, Colorado.

I don't know how much of what I have said you are ready to agree with. Chief

Forester McArdle recently wrote to a conservationist friend of mine that he did not

expect that you people would agree with everything I have to say here. I dc*i!t even

imagine that all foresters in the Forest Service agree with each other. Let me piae

now to point out that every word I have read so far has been uzerciful].y plagiarized

from foresters, foresters with whose quoted remarks I myself agree with. A professor

f Forestry helped me round up the quotations for this occasion, and they all. ce

from the Proceedings of the Society of American Foresters' meeting in )4innoapolis in

191.7. AU material quoted was frcm men who were in the Forest Service at the time.



This has been a trick, I'll grant you, and I apologize for it.

will help to dramatize in your own minds what changes, if any, have c

past nine and a half years. You will know far better than I. Pr here

under my own steam. Any similarity between what follows and what others

is purely coincidental.

But perhaps

about in the

I'll proc

have written

THE SIERRA CLUB'S CONSERVATIONIST ROLE

As a preface to the rest of my remarks, let me start with a subject I know first hand,

and then branch out into your subject, about which I shall try to propound questions

rather than attempt to carry coals to Newcastle in a knapsack. At present I am Chair-

man o the Natural Resources Council of America, an organization foundedin 1946 to

help forty national conservation organizations keep each other infond about mutual

redz and problems. Their total membership exceeds two miflion, and includes the Sier

Club, second oldest of the group and the oldest of them devoted to conservation of

scenic resources. The Sierra Club was founded in 1892, now has more than U,000 mber

and I it. cutjve Director.

or sixteen years before the word conservation became popular, the Sierra Club

vaa.practjci it, just as John )$ilr had before the club was founded. Couservatjc has

many thing., and through the years members of the club have individually been

interested in all of them, including the canservation of soil, water, foreg, and

materials in gerral -- conservation in the sense of vise use, with minimum waste, of

the resource. the earth affords for man' a econcmy. The club itself, however, has never

been more than indirectly concerned with the econcxnics of resource conservation. Frcxn

the beginn4itg its specialty has been the preservation of natural scenery, in national

parka and actulments, in national-forest recreation areas, in wilderness under whatever

riedictjc*i, in state and local parks, together with a deep interest in the wildlife

that make. these places ccmplete. Whether justifiably or not, those who work for con-

servaticm of natural scenery and wildlife have come to be known as conservationists, a

term 'ilhich excludes the people who have a role in managing a resource for profit, even

though they may conserve it in doing 80.



Thus the Sierra Club is a group of conservation ists, active and potentially

active, whose interest in the cause of conservation has received its impetus frct

direct knowledge of scenic Mierica which the members have acquired in the club's pro-

grain of outings and other outdoor activities. This, at least, was the principal stim-

ulus of conservation interest in the early decades of the club. More recently there

has been a pronounced rise in the number who support the club solely to further its

public-service program, only rarely to enjoy its activities.

In all its program, the club has carefully avoided taking action that would

benefit itself or its members any more than it would benefit the public as a whale.

This does not mean that the club has not been misunderstood at times. For exale, it
has always been easy for people who have not known the whole story to aasu that be-

cause the club advocates the preservation of wilderness and also conducts wildemess

outings, the club therefore strives to protect wilderness for its own aeltish 1rpoaes.,

While it is tnie that the club ' s wilderness outings would cease If there ire flO wilder..

ness, so would al]. wilderness outings, whatever their spcnsorsh.tp - and the club's con-

tribution to wilderness travel in toto is very minute. Moreover, the club outings are

nonprofit.

The club, in Its conservationist role, has placed special eirpbaaie on wilder-

ness preservation in the last çzarter century (which saw the dropping of the voids

"to render accessible" fr the club' s purposes because too many people thzght tbJ.t

nant "accessible by road or tramway") because wilderness, after all, is the aost

precious of our scenic possessions. It is least likely to t support frc* the bneh

of conservation devoted to resource mR1amnt. d it can never be replwed it the

resource sngers covet It successfully.

Which brings us, as conservationists; full circle - back to 'where we collectively

need to keep our conservation interest broM enough to be rare enough of resource-man-

agement needs to preserve wilderness fr For instance, wilderness will be

s&feSt tr exploitation by ]bex'wen U the extensive tree-bearing areas that need not

be wild are Iard with r1 bug-range efficieucy. It behooves us, than to know
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'enough about the technique of forestry to know when it is not efficient - to be able

to point out to the lumbermen who covet the wilderness rain forest of Olympic National

Park that there are other ways, if they operate efficiently, to get the lumber Olympic's

dedicated forests could produce but should not.

Now what can a mere urban conservationist, who has mastered no forestry and

managed no resources, contribute to a broad-gauge look at conservation in its whole

context? He can think about the problems, and he can seek out the ways in which utili-

zation and preservation may both be accommodated, each It its own place. On the one

hand, he is in a good position. His lack of familiarity with a resource subject may

also mean a lack of bias and. can insure a good perspective -- so long as he keeps an

open, inquiring mind, and minds his logic. On the other hand, of course, the conserva-

tionist is in peril -- all the peril that awaits the sciolist and his little knovedge

that can be a dangerous thing.
I,

Such is the layman's dilemia, and. with this explana-ion of my position heze,

I'l]. embark upon my own question period, hoping to learn some answers after I have

yielded the floor. The questions derive from what I think is an absolute truth: if
nature does something, there's a good reason for It, and it is ecologically right. A

noted forester told a group of us last year, 'Nature never does anything right." How-

ever, I'll stick by my assumption, realizing that one of the things nature did., alas,

was to allow man to be arrogant -- as overend.oved with self-esteem, perhaps, as the

dinosaurs were overendowed. with self-armament. But- on to the questions:

1 - Is 'multiple use" a shibboleth?

At our Biennial Wilderness Conference which convened. in San Francisco last month,

one conservationist stated that iltiple use was a concept that lip service was paid to,

and no more He serves on the Advisory Board of the California Region, and is also

Chairman of the Secretary of the Interior's Advisory Comnittee on Conservation. I

think he meant what he said. Just two weeks ago in Portland Regional Forester Stone

said that he didn't like the term 'ltiple use," but preferred. "coordinate use
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Does multiple use mean a multiplicity of uses on each acre of a forest? Of

course not, but many people think so. Does it mean the whole galaxy of uses in

each ranger district, or on each forest, or in each region, or iii the system as a

:J

whole? Is it a system of zones, or of priorities? Is it clearly defined by law or

in the Forest Service Manual? I have yet to hear a forester explain the difference

between national forests and national parks without saying that national, forests are
'.-

for multiple use and national parks are for single use. Do you think this is true?
If so, you must have a clear definition of multiple use in mind. I don't happen to

think it is true at all.

2 - Would you say that multiple use consists of 1mbei' rodüctIó Iu -

thing else"? I have heard this definition suggested more than once. I think every..

one here would reject it, without giving it a second thought. But Iet'a give it
second thought. First, how many hours of a forester's training are directly. and.

directly devoted to timber -- to the art of getting soil, water, and sunlight to
- :r4

market in the form of wood, products? And how many hours to aU other forest uses

We have the periodic, multimillion-dollar Timber Resource Review, but how we].]. along

are we in producing equivalent reviews for other forest uses In the management plan

for any forest, how many sian-hours go into problems of producing board feet cpared

to problems relating to all other uses? What, then, is the meaning of multiple use?

3 - Is the admonition to rovide "the greatest :ood 1or

in the long run" a noble objective, but not a route to it? I think we are badly in

need of clear definition of "greatest good" now that the crowded world is upon us.

And hasn't that phrase "in the long run" been nitted frcm quite a few publications

lately? It's a serious ciniasion, many conservationists feel, not only of words but

also in thinking.

14 - How important is that phrase "in the long run"? (kie of the moat impressive

papers given at our Wilderuesa Conference was by an ecologist who had just ccinpleted
,.

a study in all the Easta -- Near, MidiUe, and Par. S of hii most dramatic phot
4.

graphs were of deserts which resulted frcn forestry practice that forgot the long run;
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instead, it was forestry for the short-term gain that sent the Cedars of Lebanon --

most of them -- out to the sea in ships. The greatest good for the greatest riumber

at the time -- and desert thenceforth. No, it wasn't a. change in climate tht

created those deserts, the ecologist assured us. Re shoved slides takennearby and

in the same climatic zone, of handsome mixed forest abounding with wild ife ;

still exist because they were protected from exploitation by accident -- ptti -

small islands of an Eden, too smafl to ward off enduring

that Moses led his people into was a beautiful wilderness; but the
,.'. 'god stewardship, thinking of the long run, was forgotten. And now there's a deeit.

the barren stone skeleton of the greater ien.

But to move from Biblical times to our own, I have also been impressed by the

grave difficulty recently encountered in Germany with fourth-generation fozes4thit

had been managed 80 as to produce pure spruce. Do we begin to know enough abontithat
happens to watershed protection and to timber production itself when we shift fz
the so-called climax forest that we fine. on a piece of land, and try to grow there

instead, without rotation of the crop, a single species for several generationz7 I

am confident that we don't know enough. As of last year the Forest Service did not

yet have a single research project under way on that subject.

I asked Oregon State's Dean MeCullogh about that last May, and he wrote:
"The Forest Service Is only 50 years old. We will have to wait 250 r 350 years
to appraise the results of several gene rations of the same speCies on the sams site."

we wait that long? I myself have an appointment to keep before the z'e

turns are in, and several subsequent generations will be in the e fix.
I don't think we need to wait that long, nor do I think that we may ethically

do nothing because it is such a long wait. We can take a cue from the geneticist,

who baa devised very effective experiments with Drosophila, those frnit flies who go

from generation to generation t by our standards, can be tele-

scoped into a single udent 'a courses 'fl* botanical equivalent, from which 'v1qab]e
a olationg àonl* would be the anmasls .- plants and graSses. Or take a



e fraa the medical researchers, and. extrapolate frau short-lived guinea-pig tree

species. These methods won't provide the clearest of crystal balls for forestry, but

they should help, and the results can be correlated with 'what history tells us and what

peleobotaxd,sts have uncovered, Our own unerat.teu ii3 not reap the bnfit

of such research, but will anyone here argue that we should therefore skip it? I -

think not.

5 - What studies does the Forest Service conteniplate of the changin6 trends In

forest uses? And of the long-range cc*upatibillty of uses, each with the others? Th&a

is an especially leading question, and heads me back toward my own primary concern...........................1..
about how the Pore st Service can revive the fty f interest lb -

.:i
vation whichThiaa so evident in the work of Aldo Leopold and Robert l4arshkll, and the

chiefs and secretaries who backed them up.

asked for further advice and counsel. Within a few hours -- and long before advice or

rnsel were received -- copies of this draft were in the hands of the Amarican )W'ing

congress, the stockmen, and the U. S. Chamber of C rce The Chamher very

c1id, in its Natural Resources Notes, that this proposal was a threat to multiple

use of the freets, and this sa fear was subsequently expressed by the rican :z :

.

porestr' Association and by various other chambers of cree All these groups

favored wlldernesø, but1They didn't want it froian or, one could preima, otherwise

preserved. In the California Chamber's ccittee discussion, one forester pit it t.his

way: wilderness ii fine in the rocky, untiabexed country of national forests so long

as there are ánough roads to make it easily accessible. This was the forester 'wbo had

said that nature never did anything right.
:-

- 101
7. t about wilderness and multiple use? I ibeit that wilderness dedication

-U-
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is multiple use in perpetuity. Is there any evidence to back this up?

First, let's try this definition of multiple use: In national forest mAnage-

ment the term relates to management of the forest as a whole, and not of a particular

acre. Some plots may be zoned for an exclusive use; on others, a paramount use is.

designated, with which a few others may be coordinated.

What are the various uses? I count eleven, sce already recognized by tradi....

t ion, and some likely to be:

Timber. This was once the most Important use of national forests.

Watershed. (and soil) -conservation. This is now the most tortant
use of most national forest lands.

Mining. -

Grazing.

Fish and game hahitat protection, for rereaticn and for the fish
and game se. -

Science A control area for research, and a genetic reservoir of
irn1nnAged species and strains of incalcuable value to the future.

Education. A natural museum for public information about resource values.

Roadside recreation of all kinds, including se in which the natural
beauty of the whole scenic setting is preserved.

I servoirs and other water-deve].opeent strncture a.

Conservation reserve of codity resources for future gene raticr35
if they must choose to use them.

Wilderness recreation.

AU these uses cculd be accodated cm a big national forest. That hair aany

of these are fully conpatible within a particular area? There' a ro for a wide

spread of opinion here. Conceivably a people would think timber pr()dUCtiOil was

fully ccmpatible with all the other uses. I d't think it fully ccapatible with

any, but I would say It was partly catible with graaing, fish and wildlife, road-

side recreation, and reservoirs.

I won't take the time to list all the various InterccaipstibilitieB, full and

partial, and doubt that any two people would agree anyway. A cittee, however,

i.ght ecise up with se interesting results. I v411 .y, hovever, that wilderness
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preservati2n is almet fuU: ccnvv.t five Dther uses -- watershed protection,

fish and game habitat, ciero, ion, and conservation reserve -- almost all of

which are mutually moat hie

However we rate them nor, the relative importance of the uses has changed. and

will change. For example, watershed management is assuming enormous importance;

forest recreation, hardly thought of 30 years ago, is now the dominant use on many

ibrests. We are only beginning to realize the irreplaceable value of the genetic

strains and microbiota to be found only in the natural complex of wild lands. (For

example, what pest-resistant genes may we lose, or what new wonder drugs, if we lose

wilderness? We don't know.) Forest lands will become increasingly important for

outdoor wild museums as suburbia spreads over the land. And it was hardly three

decades ago that we began to realize that wilderness was vanishing so rapidly as to

have a scarcity value. More and more people will have more and more time for multi-

ple-use enjoyment of wilderness -- whatever wilderness, tlat is, that we save for

them.

Would it not be helpful to attempt a monetary estimate of the worth of each

combination of uses? This could be developed in several ways: (a) Totals, in terms

of a constant dollar, for each decade of national-forest history; (b) Totals, per

decade, fran now until the year 2,000 according to our best estimates; and (c)

variations of the estimates as they would be effected by various canbinations of

preference uses.

For example, according to studies on the Roosevelt National Forest, Colorado,

returns per acre of forest per year were as follows:

Grazing (i'ederal receipts fran permits) $ 0.50

Timber (Federal receipts) 1.00
Water (at headgate) 5.50
Recreation (spent by users) 25.00

It must be borne in mind, of cjrse, that the grazing and timber receipts are gross

receipts. Legitimate offsetting costs, not shown, are the increased costs of per-

sonnel to manage the timber as well as federal costs of access roads and watershed

restoration that would not be necessary if the area were left as wilderness. The



receipts for water probably reflect only the amortization of develoaent works and

the cost of labor, etc., and nothing for the water itself. So our analysis would

require our finding an honest yardstick for measuring values.

Such an analysis of the various uses would, I think, demonstrate that wilder-

ness preservation fits in nicely with the most valuable blend of uses, in the long

run, that can be found on the national forests.

The traditional nalional forest crops -- wood prodxcts, minerals, forage --

will more and more come from alternative sources: wood products frcsi gentle-sloped

woodlots and. private forests in the humid regions, minerals fr seawater reduction,

forage frc*n irrigated pasture. Water and wilderness, I think, can get aboc,g fine

together; wilderness will insure good protection of the quantity and. qiality of water,

and gravity will bring it down to civilization. I am aware, of course, of work on

the Frazer cperimental Forest seeking to increase water yield by cutting windows in

the forest. I am also aware of the pressure to initiate an "operation 'Pin Roof" in

the Salt River watershed in Arizona. But I think we will do well to have our wilder-

ness standing by, untinke red with. It can reveal how man may atop the chain reactions

he invariably unleashes, for a].]. his scientific skill, when he upsets nature?s ba].-

ance For example, thanks to wild lands near that German experiment with spruce

forests, man was able to observe the important ecological role of the lowly ant, and

thus to reintroduce ants where monoculture bad wiped them out -- and the timber crop

O1CO with them.

Let me close with a plea, a statistic, and a try at philosophy.

The plea: that you a13. assume a role in making sure that we Lock ahead to

a].]. the needs our forests must fulfill as thoroughly as we have been locking ahead

to timber-resource needs.

. statistic: in the past Iour decades and their two world wars, this world

has used up more of its resources than have all previous generations of men.

And philosophy: this r1ration is speedily using up, beyond recall, a very

1ortant right that belongs to future generations -- the right to have wilderness
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in their civilization, even as we have it in ours; the right to find solitude

scaievhere; the right to find themselves there; the right to see, and enjoy, and

be inspired and renewed, somewhere, by those places where the hand of God has not

been obscured by the industry of man.

As of the year 1957, the U. S. Forest Service baa a key role in the preser-

vation of this right, as it pertains to many of the most beautiful samples of

original rica. Your leadership viii go far to detenuine the fate of that right,

so far as people of our time can pass opportunity along to their sons. Apathy can

mean that we pass them a dead torch. Or, knowing that this is a very special kind

of torch that man cannot light again, we can keep it aflame. I am convinced, that

we shall, for that is the emerging American temper.


